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Information about the Premium package



Collaboration with crypto advertising agencies

6-month process service with full capacity
support and market configuration

In addition, ecosystem-oriented percentile system
Reflection encodings (e.g. HolderMoon 7%
ecosystem feature)

List approval Coinmarketcap and CoinGecko

Listing on one of the medium-sized exchanges
such as Gate, Hotbit, Huobi, Whitebit

Software control from SolidProof company

Logo, Graphic and Trailer works.

Website with full set of token features and links

Software Contract code validation confirmation

Solidity software MIT certification

Infrastructure and DeFi platform setup

Social media setup and growth planning

Separate advertising work with Asian countries
such as Japan, China and Korea

1200 lines of code for security software

PREMIUM



Percentage Ecosystem

Listing on Coinmarketcap and Coinecko

For token features, a % deduction is made for each trade and distribution to all "x"
token holders is automatic. In this regard, all token holders holding “x” tokens in
their wallets can earn by keeping their staking features in their wallets without
any action.

An intensive study is carried out on the listing on Coinmarketcap and Coingecko, with an intensive study on all the
coding elements and similar graphical studies in the background of the "x" token, studies on the adaptation process
to all platforms are detailed. Current detailed information on the listing criteria of Coinmarketcap and Coingecko is
carried out.



Youtube - Twitter-Influencer-Package

With the Youtube and Influencer package, the primary goal will be to highlight the "x" token among
influencers on Twitter, Youtube and other social media platforms in all social networks with video and
airdrop etc.



6-month process service

Full deal with crypto advertising agencies

As a prospectus holder team, there will be detailed graphical studies of the "x" token in the background,
active and up-to-date contributions to the ICO process, advertising campaigns and social media platforms.
Detailed studies and supporting updated details are added as a continuous driving force.

Interviews are conducted with crypto advertising agencies on the topic of
advertising, and promotional activities are carried out with the most useful and
effective companies. It will partner with the industry's leading Crypto advertising
agencies.



Promotional privilege in the Asia region

Including Asian market presence and ad impressions with a
separate advertising policy for Asia.

Medium capacity stock marketAdding another dimension and scope of promotional
and R&D activities by listing the existence of the "x" token on one of the medium-
sized exchanges, by increasing the number of wallets of the "x" token

Medium capacity stock market



1200 lines of code for security software

A token structure based on 1200 lines of encoding data that is secure and
team reviewed and audited

A security certificate at SolidProof, a German company and one of the rare
companies in the cryptocurrency and cryptocurrency market

SolidProof Audit Certificate



Design

Continuously produced design works behind the scenes on logo graphics and trailer
work that is completely original and consistent with the team's project values.

Validation and security checked processing and integration of the validation audit
of the codings written for the token

Software Agreement Code



Website

A website study with token related roadmap, whitepaper and all other plugins
installed

The MIT license is one of the most widely used free software licenses. Created
by the Massachusetts Institute of Technology in 1988, the MIT License is one
of the most widely used free software licenses. It allows the codes released under
the MIT License to be used in proprietary software if that software also
distributes the license. It is also compatible with the GPL.

Certificate



Infrastructure

Supporting the development of the "x" token by designing an integrated installation
with Defi platforms and an R&D study with DE-FI farms and pools

Continuous behind-the-scenes support for growth efforts by supporting social media
accounts with advertising budget

Social Media



CONTACT

sales@prospektus-holder-team.com

mailto:840977425031

